
Contributed by Catherine Haggarty / “Yulia Iosilzon : Paradeisos” – the f irst solo exhibit ion 
of the London-based ar t ist , smartly curated by Kate Mothes – is currently on view at 
Carvalho Park. Continuing to explore and challenge boundaries separating per formance, 
installat ion, text i le, sculpture, design, paint ing, and drawing, this abundant gallery space 
nicely showcases Iosilzon’s twelve striking nine - foot -high paint ings. Stacking forms, she 
de -emphasizes deep physical space in favor of frontal dominance: content tumbles from 
the foreground of the paint ings. Sof t shapes conjure what a jungle might look like. In most 
pieces, black line neatly bounds color, which operates sensit ively but subordinately on 
sil icone silk and canvas sur faces.

The paint ings’ imagery imparts a sense of escaping, hiding, and at t imes hunting. Several 
small , unassuming sculptures scat tered around the gallery seem to signify of ferings. The 
ostensibly casual appearance of the paint ings gives the impression of ef for tlessness, but it is 
clear upon closer inspection that they are carefully and confidently rendered. Self -assurance 
in contemporary paint ing is of ten equated with the fast , clean execution of consistent 
brushstrokes. 
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Iosilzon, however, def tly incorporates drawing into her work while maintaining its painterly 
integrity. Her enigmatically tropical forms and jangled landscapes reminded me of the sweet 
and insistent tension that ar t ists l ike Joshua Bienko and Brian Scot t Campbell imbue in their 
work. 

Iosilzon provides lit t le specif ic context , suggesting a utopian environment whose inhabitants 
are reluctant to depart , happily trapped in paradise. But any idyll , in Iosilzon’s conception, 
remains subject to disruption. Perhaps the most viscerally charged of the paint ings on view 
is Fear of Orange Water (The Shower) . This large canvas depicts what seem to be the faces 
of several people in a shower trying to evade a predator. The piece powerfully conveys 
confusion and impulsiveness, resonant of Phil ip Guston’s allusion to cravings. As with most of 
Iosilzon’s scenes, this one is simultaneously other-wordly and familiar. It ’s unclear where and 
how it might arise, yet it also feels fundamentally true. This dual quality pervades her work 
and, playful though that work can be, lends it mythical power. 

“Yulia Iosilzon : Paradeisos,” curated by Kate Mothes. Carvalho Park, 112 Waterbury Street , 
Brooklyn, NY. Through November 24, 2019 (by appointment through December 2) .
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